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Eurobike's Demo Day, now in its fifth
year, is better than ever. This year's test
fest again takes place in the foothills of
the Alps, in the town of Argenbühl in the
Allgäu region.
surrounded by a stunning
natural landscape, this
area offers ideal testing
conditions for all types of
bikes — from mountain
bikes to racing models
and recumbent bicycles.
its many narrow, largely
untravelled roads not only
offer cyclists an athletic
challenge, but the setting
is a real treat for the
senses. even for e-bikers,
it´s a fantastic experience.

hidden in the
shaded woods are
superb singletrack trails
for mountain bikers,
featuring every level
of difficulty in terms of
challenging climbs, daring
descents and laid-back
cross-country tours.
messe friedrichshafen
welcomes you to enjoy
the bikes, the buzz and
the natural beauty at
eurobike Demo Day 2011.
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UlTEGR A Di2

changing the shifting order.

A1-200

THE ElECTRONiC DR ivE TR AiN
fOR (MOR E Of) THE R EST Of US
Shimano’s Dura-Ace Di2 electronic drivetrain is top-ofthe-range kit, and has a top-of-the-range price tag to
match. There’s now an Ultegra version at half the price,
and it is specified on lots of road bikes at Eurobike.
Ultegra Di2 has been much anticipated because it
brings electronic changing within reach of many more
consumers.
while ultegra Di2 (ultegra 6770) still
costs more than the non-electronic
group, it costs less than the mechanical Dura-ace. many product managers
believe it can be a game-changer.
the two electronic groups are
not interchangeable: they use different
wiring. ultegra Di2 uses two-core
cables; Dura-ace Di2 has four. the
Dura-ace connectors are smaller, too.
the ultegra Di2 cables and connectors are thinner and neater looking.
frame holes for ultegra’s cabling
do not need to be as big as those
for the Dura-ace Di2 group, an
aesthetic advantage. with the correct
rubber grommets, ultegra Di2 is fully
compatible with frames designed for
Dura-ace Di2.

the shape of the
battery and
the bottle
cage
battery
mounting
options are
the same on
both groups.
ultegra Di2 doesn’t
have many of the
refinements
of Dura-ace Di2.

UlTEGR A
Di2.

where Dura-ace Di2
has composite parts, ultegra has
aluminium. ultegra’s Dual control
levers feature alloy lever blades, but
the shape is the same as Dura-ace
Di2.

the substitution of aluminium on all
components adds a touch of weight.
the lever set weighs 313g a pair
(Dura-ace is 258g). the front derailleur
is 162g (Dura-ace is 120g) and the
rear derailleur is 270g (Dura-ace is
222g). all in all, the ultegra Di2 weighs
just 145g more than Dura-ace Di2.
ultegra Di2’s front and rear
derailleurs share the same
features as Dura-ace
Di2. the front derailleur
trims automatically
according to the
position of the
chain on the
cassette to avoid
the chain
touching the
cage at any
gear combination. the rear
derailleur will disconnect
the motor should it sense a crash
impact. shimano calls this the “saver
function.”
Just as with Dura-ace Di2, ultregra
Di2 can be hooked up to a Pc
for diagnostics, and if desired, for

according to shimano, the ultegra Di2
battery lasts for about 2,000 km of
riding compared with about 1,600 km
for Dura-ace Di2.

COMPETiTiON
campagnolo is close to having its own
electronic groupset on the market,
which it has been testing for some
years. the spanish movistar road
team has been racing with nearly final
campy electronic components since
January. campy’s group likely will be
priced at the level of Dura-ace Di2.

NEW COlOR S &
C A R BON PEDA lS
ultegra Di2 consists of Dual control
levers, electronically operated front
and rear derailleurs, a lithium ion
battery and electric cables. the
crankset, brake calipers, cassette and
chain are from the mechanical ultegra
6700 component group. in theory, a
cyclist with ultegra Di2 components
could mix and match with Dura-ace
mechanically-operated parts.
the new ultegra groupset (6770
with 6700 components) has gotten a
facelift and a glossy gray color. there
are also ultegra-branded wheels and
aluminium sPD-sl pedals.
shimano also supplies a new carbon
ultegra pedal, which is 50g a pair
lighter than the alloy version.  gE
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OR DER R& M’S PEDElECS,
TAK E A N iPAD2 WiTH yOU
A2-306

Here’s an enticing offer: Order at least 12 Riese
& Müller hybrid bikes (the name they give
their pedelecs) for 2012, and get a new Apple
iPad2 for free.

it’s riese & müller’s way of saying
“thank you” to their current—or prospective—retailers. so, retailers: if you’re
thinking about your pedelec line-up for
next season, this may be just the push
you need to help you decide
on r&m.  JB

The first 25 IBD visitors to the Cratoni booth will walk
away with a free C-Bolt helmet. This offer is first come,
first served and is for today only.
promises that if the correct size
of c-Bolt isn’t available at
the booth, the company
will mail one after the
show.

B2-102

STR ETCH yOUR lEGS,
CHill OUT AT 'NiGHT
R iDE' THiS WEDNESDAy
After a hard first day at Eurobike, there’s nothing better
than a leg-stretching ride to chill out. Once again, the
crew at Carbon Sports is organizing the “Lightweight
Night Ride, Powered by Sigma.” The ride starts at 18:30
Wednesday evening at Entry West. Look for the Lightweight banners.
carbon sports, which makes the
brand lightweight, will be serving
up food and drinks and giving
factory tours to anyone interested.
the night ride organizer is roland
hecht, a member of a local
cycling club and the co-founder of
stoppomat (see http://stoppomat.
de), a timing system that lets riders
test their times against others who
have come before them. Joining
him as a night ride guide is
former professional cyclist Joerg
ludewig, now lightweight’s sales
manager.

CARBON SPORTS SAlES
MANAGER JOERG lUDEWiG
WiTH liGHTWEiGHT WHEElS.

the 55 km (34 mile) ride will last
about two hours and this year will
make its final stop at the carbon
sports offices, just across the
friedrichshafen airport from the
eurobike halls.

Fun and color rule the Hirzl booth at this year’s Demo
Day. Starting at 1 p.m., the talented Swiss airbrush artist
George Duke will skillfully enhance the beauty of a new
BMC Road Racer SL01 frame set.
Duke began his career as a graffiti
artist, evolving a decade ago into a fan
of, and expert in, the airbrush method.
numerous assignments for well-known
bicycle and frame manufacturers have
gained him a great reputation.

qUiCK , GR AB A fR EE C-BOlT!

the c-Bolt was the winner in a
Roadbike-Magazin
helmet test
report.
cratoni's
general
manager,
günter
krauter,

THE DUK E SPR AyS
HiS WAy THROUGH
HiR zl'S DEMO DAy

all riders will be provided with
sigma lights, so no one has to
worry about getting stuck in the
dark. cyclists who don’t want to
take the stoppomat challenge,
or aren’t interested in riding the
entire route, can jump into the sag
wagon and take it easy.  JB
For further information, call Roland
Hecht. Tel: +49 (0)176 3811 5965.

Duke is a passionate downhiller and
a big fan of the swiss glove maker.
“the hirzl grippp tour absolutely is
my favorite glove, as it offers incredible
grip,” he said.
for this event at the hirzl booth (number
300, behind shimano), Bmc has
provided one of its new road racer
sl01 frames.
this cutting-edge m-size carbon
frame with a clever stream Post 73.5
seat post and a full carbon fork, has
aerodynamically profiled tubes with an
enlarged side surface—perfectly suited
for airbrush design. hirzl will auction
this one-of-a-kind frame on eBay after
eurobike.

B5-511

GEORGE DUKE.

Proceeds from the auction will be
donated to irene Pfab, a multiple
world champion and winner of several
12- and 24-hour races,
who was severely injured in a recent
accident.  tK
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NU viNCi’S
H AR MONy

TRy OUT AN
E-BiK E,HUNT
fOR TR EASUR E!

M AKES E-BiKE
SHifTiNG SEAMlESS

The NuVinci Harmony is the
first shifting system that is
customized for e-bikes and
pedelecs. It chooses the ideal
gear ratio automatically and
seamlessly.
the harmony is a controller that works
with nuVinci’s n360 continuously variable
planetary hub. the rider can manipulate
the system at any time. with the Basic
controller option, the rider chooses one
of three preset cadences, typically slow,
medium and fast.

A7-312

Take a spin on Thun’s Velo Comfort electric
bike on the e-bike test track at Demo Day and
you could win one of 50 prizes. But first you’ll
have to find the winning tickets, which have
been hidden close to the test
THE H A R MON y HUB
iNTER fACE.

the cyclist can also switch to a manual
mode and choose the gear ratio, just
like with a mechanical gear hub. unlike a
mechanical gear hub, however, the nuVinci
system does not have discrete gears but
shifts smoothly along a continuum.
nuVinci says the harmony will increase the
range of an e-bike because it allows the
motor to work at an optimal rate. combined
with the n360’s ability to shift under a full
load, this system works well with any e-bike.

nuVinci also offers the
advanced controller option, which allows
the rider to set a preferred cadence simply
by twisting the shifter on the handlebar.
the system measures the speed and
pedaling cadence and automatically
downshifts or upshifts depending on terrain
and riding conditions, allowing the rider to
maintain the cadence.

nuVinci is offering the harmony system to
oems, because the harmony controller
obtains its power from the e-bike battery,
and the manufacturer has to adapt the
control to the mechanical primary gearing.
several brands have already announced
plans to spec’ the harmony system in
their 2012 product lines, including raleigh,
merida, gepida and hercules.  ur

to locate them, borrow a
gPs device and follow the
given coordinates. (one
prize per person, please.
Don’t go looking for all 50
tickets!). gPs-enabled
smartphones can
also be used.
sign up at the
Velo comfort
booth.  JB
GEOC ACHiNG
W iTH v ElO
COMfORT,
ORGA NizED
By THUN.

fGO-50
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BiG BUSiNESS

CyClE TOUR iSM
Ulrike Saade explains why this year’s
Eurobike Travel Talk, the tenth anniversary
of the congress, is a must-attend event.

the managing director of e-bike
manufacturer Biketec, kurt
schär, will talk about opportunities and risks in e-bike tourism.

the tenth eurobike travel talk takes
place on friday. it provides an
insight into current and continuing
trends in cycle tourism.

SSsimoneit will present the results
of a study in cycling tourism by
the university westküste in heide,
germany.

after the travel talk congress,
there is the possibility of an
e-bike tour to the new e-Bike
tower in meckenbeuren, close to
friedrichshafen.

the main focus of this year’s
presentations will be cycle tourism
products and target groups, e-bike
tourism, sports-minded families,
and innovative attractions and
products in the cycle tourism
sector.

SSstanciu, a mountain biking pioneer,
will give a presentation on cycle
tourism developments in the alps. he
will also reports on his alps crossing
on an e-bike.

the congress starts with talks by
frank simoneit and uli stanciu.

one presentation will look
at different approaches
to the implementation of
e-bike rental systems.

the e-bike theme is continued
in the afternoon.

karen eller, a provider of
mountain bike tours and mother
of two active children, will lead
a discussion on catering for the
athletic family.
the congress also features a
number of workshops which
take a practical look at current
issues such as gPs, the
open street map project,
and social media.

the travel talk congress is free
to all eurobike visitors. there’s no
obligation to attend every presentation. after the congress, visitors can
browse the eurobike travel
talk cooperation exchange at:
http://eurobike-traveltalk.com.
*uLrIKE SAADE, general manager of
VelokonzePt in Berlin, has Been in the
Bicycle Business for 30 years, first
as founDer of a Bike store, then as
co-founDer & gm of the green iBD
cooP., Vsf, in 2000 she founDeD cycling
Promotions comPany VelokonzePt:
httP://VelokonzePt.De.
UlR iK E SA A DE (lEfT) W iTH
THE v ElOKONzEPT TE A M.
COMPA N y MiSSiON STATEMENT:
“W E WA NT TO BR iNG PEOPlE
A ND BiC yClES TOGETHER .”
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HiGH-END HyDR AUliCS

fASTER , SMOOTHER GEAR
SHifTiNG, fOR A PR iCE
Acros, the German company that produces seat posts and
other CNC'ed MTB components, has branched out into the
derailleur business and is doing it in style, introducing a
lightweight hydraulic shifting system.
many years in gestation, the a-ge
system is now out of the prototype
stage and will be available to the
aftermarket for an eye-watering
€1,599. comprising front and rear
derailleurs, right and left shift paddles
and hoses filled with mineral fluid,

the system can shift three gears with
one touch in both directions. the
shifters have a single thumb paddle
that shifts up or down the gearing
range. encapsulated, protected and
without friction, the a-ge system is
maintenance-free.

A2-100

a-ge's push-pull hydraulics
eliminates the need for steel
return springs on both derailleurs.

machined from
aluminium, the
acros a-ge
transmission system
is lighter than sram
x.0 and shimano
xtr, the top-end
shifting set-ups,
which rely on
steel cables and
steel-wrapped
cable housings.

the system
was developed
by engineer
christoph
muthers, who
presented an
early prototype at
eurobike in 2006.
acros brought muthers on board
in 2009 and he is now part of the
company design team.

NiNER iNTRODUCES CAR BON fUll SUSPENSiON BiK E
JET 9 RDO BiKE TANG.

The carbon Jet 9 RDO CVA full suspension 29er (RDO stands
for Race Day Optimized) comes in four sizes: small, medium,
large and XL. It has 100mm rear travel and a custom-valved
Fox Float RP 23.
niner’s patented cVa suspension is
said to have the advantages of 29-inch
wheels combined with pedalling
efficiency across all chainrings,
including when climbing.

the fox fork has a kashima coating, a
molybdenum disulfide treatment applied
by electrical induction which leads to
longer lasting suspension units,
due to both better lubrication
A7-311
and better wear and tear
resistance.

the small bump
compliance of a system with
no chain growth, means mtBers
can ride faster and smoother, claims
niner.

CA MElBAK GOES
liGHT & BR iGHT
Hydration on the bike is
brighter than ever thanks
to Camelbak’s new packs,
many of which have been
reduced in weight compared
to similar models from the
2011 lineup.
the new packs – including a new lightweight lumbar pack – are eye-blazingly
bright, with vivid, solid colors, most with
tone-on-tone buckles and straps.

the agent and asset packs replace the
Don, capo and consigliere freeride line.
the agent features a 100 oz bladder,
overflow storage for full-face helmet and
armour, and a vented back panel called
nVis (pronounced “envious”).

B5-500

CAMElBAK’S
SETH BEiDEN
SHOWS Off THE
NEW PACKS AT
PRESSCAMP iN
DEER vAllEy
RESORT.

the company is confident in the
bike: it comes with a five-year warranty,
which also includes racing use.

9
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GAR MiN UN v EilS TOP-SECR ET v ECTOR POWER METER
THE v ECTOR iS
GA R MiN’S fiR ST
POW ER METER .

While browsing the hot new products at Demo
Day, you might notice rather unusual pedals on
the latest Ghost, Cervelo and Specialized bikes.
these are garmin's first power meter
system, a pedal-based technology
called Vector. this top-secret product
was announced just days ago and can
be seen for the first time at eurobike.
according to garmin the system
measures the direct forces of the
rider "precisely where they are being
applied – at the pedal."

ONE GOOD TER N: NEW
fOlDiNG BiK EM AK ER
iN EUROPEA N DEBUT
Tern, a specialist in portable bicycles, is
showcasing its folding bike lineup for the first time
in Europe at Demo Day.
with a range of 22 models and with
price points to meet the needs of
urban commuters, tern provides style,
durability, and excellent handling to
people riding to the market, the office,
or the center of the city.

Purchasing an in-app upgrade
unlocks high contrast screens
and the german-language version
of BikeBrain, and allows users to
share ride data through google
maps, facebook, and twitter.

“we combine the handling and
ride quality of traditional bicycles
with the convenience and ease of
folding bikes,” said Joshua hon, vice
president of tern. "we’re confident
that people will quickly pick
up on the quality of
our engineering and
manufacturing and the
great ride and handling
that these give.”

Visitors can also check out the
Biologic reecharge case, a hard,
protective case for the iPhone
that has an integrated battery to
keep your iPhone
running longer.

tern bicycles will be
available at retailers
worldwide by year’s end.
also on display at tern’s Demo Day
booth are the latest Biologic cycling
accessories, including its popular
free iPhone cycling app, BikeBrain.
BikeBrain logs many common features
like speed, distance, and altitude but
allows for customizing of how you
display that data.

B4-50

1

the case can be charged through
any electrical wall outlet, or during
a ride through any bicycle dynamo
hub. the reecharge case, in
conjunction with the reecharge
case Bracket, Dynamo kit, and
BikeBrain, functions as a complete
on-board navigation/ training
platform for two-wheel journeys.

A5-201

Vector uses a custom piezo-resistive
sensor module that is sealed and
protected inside the spindle of the
pedal.
this precisely measures the deflection
in the pedal spindle, hundreds of times
every second, as the rider pedals, thus
determining the direct force the rider is
applying.

it also determines the rider’s cadence.
combining these vital pieces of information, Vector reliably, consistently and
accurately calculates the rider’s power.
with sensors in both pedals, Vector
reports power for each leg separately,
helping a rider identify imbalances in
power output between legs. it transmits
the information wirelessly via ant+ to
a compatible bike computer, including
garmin's edge models.

 JB

A H AR MONiOUS COMBiNATiON

NU viNCi'S HUB
GETS AUTO-SHifT
Here at Demo Day, Fallbrook Technologies is introducing the first continuously variable shifting system
to seamlessly shift automatically or manually.
the nuVinci harmony intelligent
drivetrain, an intuitive shifting
system that leverages the
benefits of the nuVinci n360
cVP intearnal gearhub, will
be available to test on several
e-bikes.
the new harmony system
is designed for e-bikes and
pedelecs.
the weather-sealed harmony
system monitors pedal cadence
and bicycle speed, then
automatically adjusts the drive
ratio to maintain the rider’s
preferred cadence.
“when designing the harmony
system, it was clear that we
wanted to bring a new level of
performance to bicycle shifting,
while keeping it simple and
intuitive,” said alan nordin,
president of fallbrook’s bicycle
division.

NUviNCi DEMO DAy
PROMO 2011.

A7-312

he added: "e-bike manufacturers now have the ability to offer customers exactly
what they want—a smooth and organic interaction between rider and bicycle
that works automatically and seamlessly with the nuVinci n360 drivetrain.  tK

21 y EAR S l ATER , Bi A NCHi
R ETUR NS TO 29ER M AR K ET
Not everyone knows that
Bianchi was the first
manufacturer to introduce
a mountain bike with 700c
wheels. Called Project 7, the
bike was introduced in the
U.S. market — 21 years ago!
so it’s no surprise that Bianchi is
returning to the 29er theme for its
2012 lineup with the new methanol
29 sl and the Jab 29. the methanol
29 sl is the big wheel version of
Bianchi’s established, top-of-the-line,
26-inch methanol.
the carbon frame uses triple wall
tube technology, embedded
reinforcement construction,
an integrated seatpost
and Pf30 bottom bracket.
Bianchi has upgraded the
26-inch methanol as well
for 2012, giving it a full carbon
post-mount, carbon top tube cable
guides, a tapered headtube and
stainless steel chainstay protection.

BiANCHi JAB 29ER.

the new Jab 29, an oversized
version of the 26-inch Jab, uses a
hydroformed frame built with triple
butted 7075 aluminum. it features a
tapered headtube and post-mount
dropout.

Bi A NCHi iS NOT
iGNOR iNG ROA D

A4-304

its new impulso is
positioned as an
entry-level bike. the 6061
aluminum frame is not a standard
design, but uses what Bianchi calls
triple hydroformed technology. in
other words, the top and head tube
are hydroformed, welded and “fused”
together into a monocoque structure,
and then subjected to another round
of hydroforming. according to the
company, the primary advantage
of this process is creating a frame
that looks like carbon but has the
affordability of aluminum. Bianchi
says it is also able to increase the
stiffness of the front steering axle by
about 10 percent, compared with a
hydroformed frame that is assembled
with traditional tig welding.  EP

BiANCHi iMPUlSO.

iCONS COlNAGO & fER R AR i
TEA M UP ON NEW CiT y BiK E
The latest creations of the longstanding partnership
between two Italian icons—Ferrari and Colnago—are the
CF8 and CF9 bikes, which Colnago debuted
at the EICA Milan show in July.
instead, the geometry of the
flat-bar cf9 composite
frame is intended to
be more comfortable
than a traditional road
bike. colnago plans to
build only 200 cf9s (and
the same number of cf8s, with 100
in white and 100 in black). the cf9
will be available in eight sizes and will
include a shimano ultegra 10-speed
drivetrain and shimano rs30 wheels.

B3-105

COlNAGOfERRARi Cf9.

these are the newest products to
come from a 24-year relationship
between the two brands, and are
designed to celebrate the 25th
anniversary of that partnership.
the limited edition cf8 is based
on colnago’s well-known c59
frame. it uses the shimano Di2
electronic drivetrain, but colnago has
streamlined the look by mounting the
battery inside the seatpost. as with
the c59, the cf8 frame uses carbon
lugs, allowing colnago to offer some
20 different frame sizes with a sloping
top tube or with traditional geometry.
the cf9, which has been described
as “the world’s most exclusive
and expensive city bike” is the first
colnago-ferrari product that is not
designed for road racing.

for mere mortals seeking something
more affordable, colnago offers the
new clx 2.0. made in asia, the clx
2.0 offers top and down tubes with
stiffening ribs, a carbon fiber fork and
a leaf-shaped seatstay for lateral
rigidity and better damping of road
vibrations.the frame is available in
eight sizes, from 42 to 59 cm, and
the complete bike is equipped with
shimano ultegra.  EP

COlNAGO-fERRARi Cf8.
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SUGOi SPONSOR S
DEMO DAy '11 T-SHiRTS

HiRzl'S
GRiPP TOUR
Sf PREMiUM
GlOvES.

The official 2011 Eurobike Demo Day (EDD) Shirt is
proudly sponsored by Sugoi for the fourth year. This
year’s jersey in grey and white with colored details will
speed up your ride at Argenbühl.
made of breathable, functional finotech
fabrics, the shirt is available to all visiting
media representatives and eurobike staff
working at eDD.
to learn more about finotech fabrics visit
the sugoi team at their Demo Day Booth
(#106) and they’ll explain it to you.

 JB

Gi A NT BR EAK fAST Ev ENT
Be among the first to get
inside information on the
latest product and technologies directly from the
Giant product marketing
team at the Giant Demo
Tent.
after a brief breakfast presentation starting at 9 a.m.
giant invites you to test ride
a selection of 2012 road and
mountain bike models (included
29ers) on the Demo Day off- and
on-road courses.

 JB

JOUR NAliSTS:

GR AB GlOvES
AT HiR zl!
Attention journalists: Get your hands
on primo schwag at the Hirzl Demo
Day booth. The Swiss glove maker will
give up to 600 pairs of Grippp Tour SF
Premium gloves to media representatives for testing.
Journalists will receive a voucher for the gloves
when they pick up their credentials at the Demo Day
check-in. the vouchers can be redeemed at hirzl’s
Demo Day Booth (#300).
hirzl asks that participating journalists share their
impressions about the grippp on hirzl’s facebook
page: http://facebook.com/Bike.Hirzl.  JB
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UNiTED NAviGATiON l AUNCHES
A N OUTDOOR vER SiON Of iBEx
United Navigation has expanded the functionality of its

first outdoor GPS model, the Falk Ibex 30. The new Falk
Ibex Cross contains a routable hiking and bicycling map.
the ibex cross also includes expanded track
navigation functions, individual speed profiles,
an adjustable energy-saving mode and optional
paperless geocaching.
moreover, car navigation is
A1-303 A
now included, with maps
of germany, austria and
switzerland; text-to-speech
capabilities; advanced lane guidance; speed
camera warnings; and traffic message
channel service. Price and availability have
not been announced.  tf

POWER TO THE iPHONE WiTH
A WAHOO ADD-ON BATTERy
NC-17, the European distributor of Wahoo Fitness, is
offering a powerful add-on battery that allows iPhones
to run power-intensive navigation apps like Komoot,
Cyctastic or Navigon.
wahoo fitness also offers a
dynamo charger, designed
for the iPhone 4, that fits
most hubs and works
perfectly with usB power.
“at our eurobike booth we
are showing the first e-bike
that can combine gPs
data on the iPhone with
information about the bike,

like the battery level,” said
udo ochendalski of wahoo
europe. “for example, riders
can see if they can reach
their destination with the
current battery capacity.”
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GARMiN’S NEW MONTANA SPORTS A 4-iNCH SCREEN fOR HiKiNG,

GAR MiN’S A NDy Silv ER:

HOW SM ARTPHONES
iNCR EASE DEM A ND
fOR SPECi AlizED GPS
While the automotive industry generates the most
revenues for navigation companies like Garmin, the
outdoor and fitness markets are their most profitable segments, as shown by their quarterly reports.
however, they are facing competition from the tremendous growth of
gPs-equipped smartphones, like
the popular ruggedized model of
the android-driven motorola Defy.
is this the end of gPs devices?
or is it just the beginning of a new
wave? for example, some bicycle
retailers report that customers who
are introduced to gPs through
smartphone apps often seek to
move up to “real” gPs units that
are made for their bikes.

SILvEr: for the uptake, appreciation and acceptance of digital
navigation, the alpine region is way
ahead of anywhere else in terms of
the amount of digital cartography,
content and tracks that are available
and can be incorporated into our
products.
the u.k. is more raster-map oriented,
while scandinavia requires navigation
that is more marine-based, for small
boats, and hunting-related devices.

Q: Will garmin connect be a
database for garmin devices?

garmin has enlarged its product
SILvEr: if you take the explore
offering in the outdoor segment
capability, you can download routes
with new crossover models like
from wherever you are, but we
the montana, and with the
don’t have a plan to create
relaunch of its etrex line.
DY SILVER
maps from it. the concept
N
A
meanwhile, while some
of user-generated
competitors have quit
content is getting better
the navigation market,
and expanding at a
new players like falk/
very fast rate.
united navigation
as an example, every
are stepping into the
day 125,000 to 150,000
market. falk offers the
new activities are being
easy–to-use, outdooruploaded to garmin connect.
routable ibex 30.
Q: What is more important
content suppliers like the german
for a gPS device: technical
cycling club aDfc are licensing
functions or usability?
their approved bicycle routes
SILvEr: if you want to take gPs to a
to more device manufacturers,
mass audience like with geocaching,
including garmin, falk and VDo.
you need to get to a point where
how does garmin view these
the devices are more friendly and
changes in the gPs market? we
simple to use, but still deliver the
interviewed andy silver, garmin’s
kind of functionality we are already
european product manager for
providing. improved digital content
recreation and fitness devices,
like routable tracks gives the devices
at a recent press event that the
great potential.
company sponsored in sölden,
Q: What do you think about
austria.
the competition between
Q: How do you expect the
smartphones and gPS
new Montana to be used in
devices?
different markets?
SILvEr: the use of the montana
will be very different from country
to country. if you take scandinavia,
for example, they would adopt that
product more as a portable marine
handheld navigation device. in spain,
it would be used more as an off-road
automotive device, and in germany
more as a handheld navigation
device.

Q: Which countries are most
developed in outdoor navigation?

SILvEr: we consider it an opportunity in the sense that [smartphones]
are giving more people access to
entry-level gPs usage.
our goal has to be to make products
that deliver specialized capabilities. But my general view is that
[smartphones] open gPs to more
people and are a gateway to garmin
devices.
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NO
GEARS
AllOWED
fix ATED ON fixiES? R iDE THE 1ST EUROPEA N
fixED GEAR CH A MPiONSHiPS AT EUROBiK E
On Friday through Sunday at Eurobike, a fixed gear contest will take place at
the parking area in front of halls A1 to A3. Organized by Traffic Distribution of
Germany, 5th Floor of the UK, and Soundtrack of France, the 1st European Fixed
Gear Championships will feature a sprint race, a lake ride and a trick jam.
MANUEL SCHÜRHOLZ,
TRAFFIC DISTRIBUTION: the
fixed gear scene can be considered
much more stable than merely a
fashion fad. it’s not just a subculture
any more.
ESD: tell us more about Efgc,
the European fixed gear
championships.

RUDy MElO Of lONDON-BASED
fixED GEAR COllECTivE 5TH flOOR.

ESD: In recent years there has
been an explosion in demand for
fixies. Are fixed gear bikes now
more mainstream or are they still
part of an ‘alternative’ scene?
TOMY PUNK, SOUNDTRACK:
today’s scene is mature. there are
many brands who make stuff for how
we ride, especially in freestyle. there are
fixed-gear-only companies; stuff made by
riders for riders.

PUNK: efgc is an event which will
bring together some of europe’s
top fixed riders. we want to
make the best event we
can for all the fixed
gear riders who
will be there. we
will organize a
sprint race on
friday and
a fixed gear
freestyle jam
on sunday so
everybody
can have
fun.

RUDY MELO, 5TH FLOOR: fixed
gear riding has always been part of
the alternative scene, kick-started by
messengers. it’s only relatively recently
that mainstream companies have woken
up to the potential of the scene and
started investing. some people don’t like
this commercialization but i think there
are many positive aspects. it’s helping the
growth and evolution of fixed riding.
at 5th floor we are more about riding our
track bikes on the road, through traffic
and on long distance rides, but enjoy
all forms of fixed gear riding and want
TOMy PUNK Of
to progress and contribute to the
PARiS-BASED
scene. that's why we teamed up with
fixED GEAR
soundtrack and traffic Distribution to
COllECTivE
SOUNDTRACK.
create this event at eurobike.

ESD: How international is the
European fixed gear championship?
MELO: this will be one of the biggest
fixed gear events to date. we were at
the successful red Bull ride+style
event in san francisco, and that
confirmed that the scene will keep
getting bigger.
efgc will combine the two types of
fixed gear riding, track/street and
freestyle. the competition
is open to all disciplines
of fixed riding
and suitable for both
types of riding.
ESD: Why
stage the event
at Eurobike?

SCHÜRHOLZ:
Because eurobike
is the biggest
bicycle trade
show in the
world. there
will be a lot
of fixed gear
people at the
event anyway,
so we expect a
lot of entries.
red Bull will send
their sound truck
as well as their
finish bow for the
race. there will be
great prizes and no
entry fee. efgc will be
a fun event.

MANUEl SCHüRHOlz Of TRAffiC
DiSTRiBUTiON.

ESD: Will the event help raise
bike industry awareness of the
fixed bike category?
MELO: more companies and shops
are aware of track and fixed gear
freestyle bikes each day, so the event
can only be a further positive step. it will
also get riders from around the world to
compete in one place. the plan is for it
to become an annual event.
SCHÜRHOLZ: eurobike is the perfect
venue for an event like this. all the best
fixed gear related companies are here.
the european fixed gear championship could become a focal point for
fixed gear riders and for the companies
that supply the products.
ESD: What are the entry
requirements?
PUNK: everybody is welcome; the
main thing is to be ready to have fun.
MELO: Bring your bike, and your swim
shorts and expect some good times.

For further details:
HTTP://EUROBIKE-FIXEDGEARCHAMPIONSHIP.COM
HTTP://THE5THFLOOR.CO.UK
HTTP://SOUNDTRACK-PARIS.COM
HTTP://TRAFFIC-DISTRIBUTION.COM
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HPv COMPA NiES DON’T

TAK E M AR K ET CONDiTiONS
lyiNG DOWN — THEy SiT!
R ECUMBENTS M Ay BE A NiCHE, BUT THEy
OffER fAT M ARGiNS A ND GROWiNG SAlES
Because they are low to the ground, reclining recumbent
riders are more aerodynamically efficient than riders on
standard bicycles. This makes recumbents fast. So fast,
they were banned from competition by the Union Cycliste
Internationale . . . in 1934.
recumbents consequently split from
traditional cycling and faded into near
obscurity. in the 1970s, thanks to the
work of american innovators, they made
a return. with fairings attached, and often
in trike format, the modern recumbents
returned in a new category: human
Powered Vehicles.
in the 1980s and early 1990s, hPV
enthusiasts predicted recumbents would
be the next Big thing: even cannondale
had a 'bent. mainstream market acceptance never happened. the boom may
never have happened but, today, sales
remain steady.

selling recumbents may be a niche, but it's
a high-value-per-bicycle niche. and there
are now more commercially available hPVs
than ever before. in addition to ‘velomobiles’ (3-wheel, fully-faired recumbents)
some companies have developed
machines for niches within the hPV niche,
including arm-propelled recumbents.
there are also electrically assisted hPVs,
including cargo trikes which can carry
enormous loads and aid getting up the
steepest hills. the hotbed of recumbent
design is germany, but there are also
thriving hPV scenes in the netherlands
as well as in america, the u.k., Denmark
and australia.

HPv COMPA NiES AT EUROBiK E 2011
HP v ElOTECHNiK

hTTp://hpvElOTEchnIK.cOM
pIcTurEd BElOw:

GECKO DEviDABlE

TR A ix C yClES
hTTp://K MxK arTs.dE
pIcTurEd aBOvE:

TRAix flASH

fW-306

fW-300
hP Velotechnik produces
20- to 26-inch recumbent
trikes. the new gekko
divides to save space (recumbents need more
storage space than standard bicycles). hP
Velotechnik also produces the sport-oriented
scorpion fully-suspended trike models
as well as a series of 20- to 26-inch
two-wheel recumbents.

the flash models from traix
cycles
are 20-inch, front-suspended two-wheel
recumbents. the Phantom models are 26-inch
fully-suspended recumbents. some in the
range have over-seat steering, others feature
under-seat steering.

TOx y

hTTp://TrIMOBIl.nET
pIcTurEd BElOw:

TRiMOBil

flEvOBiK E

hTTp://FlEvOBIKE.nl
pIcTurEd aBOvE:

fW-316

ORCA vElOMOBilE

fW-315

the innovative trimobile has
three
20-inch wheels that can be used as a cargo
trike or converted to seat multiple riders. toxy
produces various 20-inch fully-suspended
recumbents, the sport-oriented toxy-zr
recumbent and the foldable toxy-flite.

the
orca
velomobile
has
an
enclosed drivetrain, 20-inch composite wheels,
leD lights, full suspension and electric power
assistance. the new electric greenmachine
recumbent features a fully enclosed drive train,
20-inch composite wheels, rear suspension
and electric power assistance.

D.E.T.T. GMBH
hTTp://rudEr-r ad.dE
pIcTurEd BElOw:

RUDER-RAD CiTy

iClETTA GMBH
hTTp://w w w.IclETTa.cOM
pIcTurEd aBOvE:

vORTEx

fW-306

fW-309

D.e.t.t. supplies the ruder-rad.
this 26-inch semi-recumbent ‘rowing bike’
allows for arm and leg propulsion at the same
time. fully adjustable suspension keeps riders
comfortable.

icletta distributes ice trikes from inspired cycle
engineering uk. the full suspension sprint &
adventure models are foldable. the Vortex is
a race-oriented trike recumbent with 20- and
28-inch wheels, carbon front boom, one-piece
handlebar and stem. ice recumbents can be
converted into fully-faired velomobiles.

flU x BiK ES

hTTp://Flux-Fahrr aEdEr.dE
nOT pIcTurEd.

fW-302

some flux vehicles are
semi-recumbents with 26-inch wheels. all flux
recumbents have either over-seat or under-seat
steering, wheel sizes varying from 20 to 28
inches, and rear suspension. some models also
have front suspension.

R A DiESCHEN

hTTp://r adIEschEn-cO.dE
nOT pIcTurEd.

fW-308

radieschen distributes hPVs
from different suppliers including anthrotech,
Van raam, zox, useD, nazca, hase, flux,
flevobike, catrike, fizus and ice.
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01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

3T**
Abus
Aclass Wheels**
Acros
Alexrims**
American Classic**
ave
ax-lightness
BBB**
Bergamont
Bianchi
Bionicon
BMC
Busch & Müller
Camelbak**
Cannondale
Canyon
Carbon Sports
Casco**
Centurion**
Cervélo
Colnago
Continental
Conway
Crankbrothers
Cratoni
Cycle Union
Dahon
Delius Klasing

Hartje Q-Brands
Abus
Alex Global
Acros Sport GmbH
Alex Global
Revolution Sports
Development Engineering
ax-lightness GmbH
Sport Import, Felt
Bergamont Vertrieb GmbH
Bianchi
Bionicon Inwall GmbH
BMC Trading AG
Busch & Müller KG
Hartje Q-Brands
Cycling Sports Group
Canyon Bicycles GmbH
Carbon Sports GmbH
Hartje Q-Brands
Merida & Centurion
Cervelo
Colnago E.C. s.r.l.
Continental Tyres GmbH
Hermann Hartje
Crankbrothers
Cratoni Helmets
Cycle Union GmbH
Dahon
Delius Klasing Verlag

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

Diamant
DT Swiss
edco
Electra
Fallbrook
Felt**
fi'zi:k
Flyer**
Focus
Fox**
FSA
Gates**
Ghost
Geax**
Giant
Gruber
GT
Hase
Hirzl
Holmenkol
HP Velotechnik
Ibis cycles
ICE Trikes**
Kettler
Kind Shock
KMX Karts**
Koga
Kona
Kross

Trek, Diamant
DT Swiss AG
edco engineering
Electra Bicycle Co. GmbH
Fallbrook-Nuvinci Tech
Sport Import, Felt
Selle Royal
Biketec
Derby Cycle Werke GmbH
Toxoholic Suspension Service
F.S.A. s.r.l.
Nicolai
Ghost Bikes GmbH
Vittoria
Ginat Germany GmbH
Gruber Antrieb GmbH
Cycling Sports Group
Hase Spezialräder
Hirzl AG
Paul Lange
HP Velotechnik
Tri-cycles GbR
Traix
H-Kettler GmbH & Co. KG
Kind Shock Hi-Tech
Traix
Koga
Kona Distribution
Kross S.A.

59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

Leatt
Liteville
Look
Magura
Merida**
Met
Michelin
Museeuwbikes

Leatt Corp.
Liteville / Syntace
Look Cycle International
Magura
Merida & Centurion
Met SPA
Paul Lange & Co.
Museeuwbikes Deutschland

67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112

Nicolai
Niner Bikes**
Norco
Nuke Proof**
Nutcase
Orbea
Pantherwerke
Pearl Izumi
Profile Design
Pronghorn
Ragley**
Raleigh Univega
Ridley
riese und müller
Robax
RST
Salcano
Saris / Cycleops**
Schoeller
Scott
SFM
Shimano
Simplon
Specialized
Speedplay**
Sram
SRM
Stevens
Stringbike
Sugoi
Tern
Traix
Trek
UMF**
VauDe
Velo Comfort
Victoria**
Vittoria
Vitus**
VP Components
VSF
Westfalia
Winora Steiger
X-Bionic / X-Socks
Ziener
Zipp**

Nicolai GmbH
Revolution Sports
Fritz Wippich GmbH
Hotlines
Intelligent Mobility GmbH
Orbea
Pantherwerke AG
Pearl Izumi GmbH
Thorsten Frahm Sporting
Pronghorn Racing
Hotlines Europe Ltd.
Raleigh Univega GmbH
Race Productions Ridley Bikes
riese und müller GmbH
Robax GmbH
Paul Lange & Co.
Salko Bisiklet Sanayi
Sport Import, Felt
Schoeller Technologies AG
Scott-Sports
SFM GmbH
Paul Lange & Co.
Simplon
Specialized Europe
Sport Import, Felt
Sram Europe
SRM Schoberer Rad Messtechnik
Stevens Vertriebs GmbH
Schwinn
Sugoi Performance Apparel
formerly Dahon Tawain
Traix Cycle
Trek, Diamant
Merida & Centurion
VauDe Sport GmbH
Alfred Thun GmbH & Co. KG
Hermann Hartje KG
Vittoria Spa
Hotlines Europe Ltd.
VP Components
VSF e.V.
Westfalia-Automotive GmbH
Winora Steiger GmbH
X-Technology/Trère
Franz Ziener GmbH
Sport Import, Felt

Bold = Service Sponsor.
** brand at the booth.
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x-CEllENT

HOW A SWiSS PROfESSOR USED
'SOCK S APPEAl' TO CR EATE A
300-PATENT POWER HOUSE
Professor Bodo Lambertz is the brains behind
X-Technology of Switzerland, the company that
created X-Socks and X-Bionic sports underwear.
these products have a cotton ancestor:
an italian stocking. at the end of world
war ii, guido redini started working in
the hosiery sector when stockings were
still woven on looms.
his son, luigi, joined him in the profession, and they created a business out
of making stockings. in the 1990s the
company, based in asola, was renamed
trerè, and the long-established redini
family stocking firm decided to specialize in socks.
with price competition from asia, the
hunt was on to add value to their socks.
enter professor Bodo lambertz. the
industrial engineer, who grew up in
south africa, is also a marketing expert.
the redinis challenged him to reinvent
the humble sock. he did so with
science and business acumen.

BODO l A MBERTz.

lambertz observed that marathon
runners wearing the best shoes
struggled with blisters, yet barefoot
runners did not.
for lambertz, the answer was simple:
Dry skin is more resistant than moist
skin. this insight led to the development
of x-socks, which as well as being
anatomically shaped, and with padded
zones, have air channels to keep feet
dry. Pithily, lambertz calls this "air
conditioning for the feet."

in 1997, lambertz created x-technology
research and Development and
licensed the x-socks name to trerè.
trerè’s factories in italy and Bosnia have
since grown to 100,000 square meters
(1,075,000 square feet).
x-technology works for multiple clients
around the world, and not only in
apparel. the company also designs
products for the aviation industry.
lambertz based x-technology in
wollerau, switzerland, by
lake zurich, because of
a skilled workforce and
business inducements from
the canton.

he deduced that the cooling of the
body should be supported by sports
clothing so that energy can be saved
and expended instead on increased
performance.
working for a sportswear brand,
lambertz created a line of undergarments But the brand deemed them to
be too high-tech—and too expensive.
so x-technology launched the range
instead, bringing x-Bionic into being.

trerè started production of
the high-tech socks.even
though x-socks cost twice
as much as competing
products, sales took off.
there are now x-socks
for cyclists, runners,
motorcyclists, equestrians,
and snowboarders.
lambertz protects his
ideas. "while other brand
sell on color, we sell on
technology," he said. "we
have more than 300 international patents and there are
many more to come."

REviEWiNG DESiGNS fOR NEW PRODUCTS.

according to lambertz, x-technology
spends approximately 1.2 million swiss
francs (€1.06 million, $1.5 million) each
year to protect its brand and technology. through companies that use his
company's ideas, lambertz
said, "the developments of
x-technology reach a turnover
of around a billion euros [$1.4
billion] a year worldwide."
lambertz studied sports clothing
in the same way he studied socks: by
focusing on temperature and relative
humidity.
“as sweat is regarded as disagreeable, clothes manufacturers try to
remove it from the body as fast as
possible,” lambertz said. But he
doubts the effectiveness of such
a widely held belief. “if sweating
wasn’t useful, this bodily function
would not have evolved," he
said.
"as proved by scientific studies,
endurance athletes need to
expend a great deal of energy
trying to keep their body
temperatures down," he said.
"sweating plays an important role in this
temperature regulation.”

the name of his clothing brand is
derived from his source of inspiration.
“Bionics wants to find out how nature
meets challenges and tries to transfer
the solutions to technology,” he said.
x-Bionic has won design prizes and
multiple magazine test reviews.
“numerous if, red dot and Plus x
design awards on our packaging
confirm the quality of our products,”
the company says. “Buoyant sales
are confirmation of the success of our
marketing approach.”
x-technology employs 24. lambertz,
62, controls strategy, product development, and even packaging. he is the
creative center of x-technology.
“i can’t do fashion,” the inventor
admits, frankly. this does not trouble
him, because he assumes that his
ideas prevail because of performance,
not looks. echoing the well-known
architectural principle, lambertz says
his mantra is: “fashion
follows function.”
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POWER TO THE PEOPlE
E-BiK ES ADD OOMPH TO yOUR BUSiNESS, ARGUES EDWAR D BENJA MiN
With all of the difficulties in the world today, it
is a pretty special job to be selling bicycles. By
doing so, we are providing part of the solution
needed for so many parts of life.
Bicycles used as transportation
help with population density, traffic
congestion, parking congestion, air
pollution, physical fitness, personal
responsible behavior towards the
environment.they save money
and increase one’s personal time
and quality of life. and – to boot –
they’re great fun.
electric bikes expand this to a wider
group of users, increase the user’s
range, and make the bicycling
experience more comfortable.
even better, many people,
worldwide, who may have little
interest in physical fitness or
environmental responsibility, find
electric bikes are practical and cost
effective. european retailers – and
the bike brands that supply them
– have benefitted from the rapid

growth of e-bike sales. the success
of the eu pedelec market has been
based on the supply of high quality
bikes at high prices.
in china, sales have been made up
of low-priced, lower-performance
bikes. any observer of the two
markets learns that there is a
sizeable niche for both sorts
of e-bikes. eu standards, and
attention to detail, have greatly
improved the e-bike experience for
the entire world market. there are
even proposals that e-bikes sold
in china should meet eu requirements.
today, new markets are opening
up globally for e-bikes.sales are
increasing in india, turkey, Brazil,
southeast asia, and the united
states.

each market has some special
requirements – such as extra
rugged bikes for india.
the companies involved include
many highly-respected brands of:
SS auto makers;
SS motorcycle companies;
SS auto parts makers;
SS bicycle brands;
SS bicycle component

makers;

SS specialists in

electric bikes and
components.

the market for
e-bikes is far from
mature. it’s still a
young industry.
as successful as we
are today – sales of
31 million units are
expected in 2011
– we are a long
way from any
sales peak.

so here is my prediction for the
world markets: half of all bicycles
sold worldwide soon will be
electric bikes. more powerful
e-bikes (s-class and more) will
replace mopeds and many light
motorcycles.
electric scooters, using
very similar technology
to the electric bike,
will replace gasoline
scooters. the
result: sales of
up to 130 million
units per year,
worldwide.
 EDWARD
BENJAMIN
MANAGING DIRECTOR
OF ECYCLE ELECTRIC
CONSULTANTS

BMC M ASSCH A llENGE MC0
BMC’s Masschallenge MC0 is sporty, reliable and suitable
for everyday use. It’s the perfect tool for commuting,
getting around the city or relaxing on a leisure ride.
and since nothing is more
detrimental than a squeaky
chain to cutting a fine figure as
you negotiate city streets, the
masschallenge uses a gates
carbon Drive system.

the drive belt runs silently, needs no
maintenance and is extremely efficient.

B3-202

SR SUNTOUR DUROlUx TA RC2
You’ve got your downhill and your freeride. And then you’ve
got your … megavalanche? That’s what you call it when
you ride a big mountain from the glacier at the top to
the bottom of the valley.
a travel adjust lets
you choose between
120-160mm or 140180mm. it can handle a
megavalanche—along
with whatever else
you’re planning to ride.

it’s less aggressive than a
world cup downhill, with
more diversified terrain.
which brings us to the sr
suntour Durolux fork. the
ta rc2 is the top of the
Durolux line, and it’s ideal for
endeavors like a megavalanche, with high and low
speed compression adjust
and a rebound adjust.

A4-102

720A R MOUR DA RT R x

A5-105
From jogging in
the park to urban
marathon racing, and mountain trekking
to beach volleyball, the Dart delivers vital eye protection.
the prescription version of this
versatile new style in 720armour’s
a-trak series, Dart rx, allows
customized prescription lenses
to fit securely flush against the
comfy wrap-fit frame. with no
inner holders or outer gaskets,
they’re the stealthiest prescription

sports glasses made. equipped
with patented compressed Venting
system, maximizing airflow to keep
you cool and prevent fogging,
they’re interchangeable with the full
selection of Polarized, polycarbonate smoke, and photochromic
lenses available with the Dart.

C ATEy E iNOU GPS C A MER A

A1-201

CatEye’s Inou, named for the first explorer to map the
entire Japanese coastline, is a GPS-enabled camera and
video recorder that mounts directly to your bicycle.
with a programmable shutter
interval (1|2|5|10 mins.), a manual
photo button, and instant video
recording, you can easily customize
your ride experience. the inou
accepts up to a 32 gB micro sD
card. with two replaceable aaa
batteries, the inou allows you to
expand your adventures as you see
fit. sharing your ride is easy with
the inou atlas website that allows

to share rides on facebook/twitter,
and post videos to youtube.
the free inousync software
can be downloaded at
http://inouatlas.com.
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DT SWiSS R RC 46 DiCUT C
The new RRC Dicut aero wheel line
from DT Swiss comes in 32mm, 46mm,
66mm, and disc wheel variants.
Dicut hubs with their fine-tuned flange geometry
and straight-pull spokes give the wheels what
Dt swiss calls a “balanced stiffness.”
with a heat-dissipating
braking surface, an
aerodynamic rim
profile, the star
ratchet system
and waterslide
decals, these
wheels are
race-ready
and available
in tubular and
clincher versions.

TER N ECliPSE S11i

iCE iNSPiR ED C yClE vORTEx

The Eclipse S11i was built to be the
ultimate in two-wheeled urban transport.
Fenders, integrated lighting, and bosses
for front and rear racks/luggage are
standard on this machine.
a Biologic Joule hg
hub dynamo powers
the integrated Valo light
and can be turned off
to eliminate drag when
you don’t need power.
the andros adjustable
stem can accommodate
riders short or tall and

the freeDrive chain
cover protects you
from chain grime and
grease. the best thing
about this bike? though
it has 24-inch wheels,
the eclipse collapses to
the folded size of many
20-inch folders.

A3-402

Pica is a new line of
premium tools from
Crank Brothers. The
line includes the
Pixel Premium Tool,
Pica Premium Tool
and Pica+ Premium
Tool.
the stainless steel
tools include an
indexing feature that
clicks each tool into
place.

A BUS iv EN lOCK SER iES
The Iven lock series brings innovative
technology into the market. The
synthetic fibre sleeve is extremely
durable, UV-light resistant, hydrophobic and is highly flexible.
the lock body is covered by an eVa material
which is highly impactresistant and smooth in
handling. the iven is
available as steelo-flex and cable
lock.

A5-500

the Pica Premium
tool has 14 functions
and includes a chain
tool.
Pica Premium tool
weighs 166 grams
and will cost €59.90. it
comes with a five-year
warranty.

A5-401

Recumbent trikes are
consistently proving
to be a popular sector of
the specialist recumbent market, as
IBDs recognize the opportunity for
additional sales of these high-value
products.
for 2012, inspired cycle engineering is refining
its range with models more focused on different
riding requirements within the trike world.
that focus is clear in the new 2012 ice Vortex
performance trike. it introduces weight-saving
features such as an advance custom composite
seat, carbon front boom, one-piece handlebar/
stem construction and ti front wheel axles.

B4-501

CR A NK BROTHER S PiC A PR EMiUM TOOlS

A5-105

C A NNONDA lE TER A MO HElMET
Pavé. Tarmac. County Lane. Highway.
Whatever you call it and
wherever you ride
pavement—in any time
zone, in any hemisphere—Cannondale’s
Teramo will help you
keep your cool when
the riding heats up.

A6-300

unmatched fit, outstanding function and
a bevy of safety features
back up the good looks.

Gi A NT DEf y/AvA il ROA D BiK ES

B3-302

As part of its top-to-bottom road bike
overhaul, Giant has revamped its endurance
road bikes with the 2012 Defy and Avail
series. Defy, for men, and Avail, for women,
are made for long-distance rides.
models in each line range from affordable alloy
to premium composite. the top-of-the-line Defy
advanced sl was designed in collaboration with
the rabobank cycling team. it uses continuous
fiber technology, which allows the front triangle to
be formed with fewer composite sections, reducing
weight and increasing strength.

SUGOi BOA ClOSUR E SySTEM
Sugoi launches the Boa Closure System
— a global first for mountain bike
shorts! With the Boa mechanical closure
system, make on-the-fly micro adjustments without interrupting your ride.
fine-tune the exact fit you want without
fussing with hook and loop closures. enjoy the
unequalled advantage of durable simplicity, so
you can stay focused on the trail ahead. the
gustov, sugoi’s favorite shorts, now come with
the Boa one-handed adjustment. sugoi has
also added the elsa short, a women’s Baggy
version, so all can dial in the perfect fit.

B5-501
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SWiTCHED-ON BiK ES

ElECTRONiC R EvOlUTiON M Ay
SHOCK R ETAilER S, BiK EM AK ER S
Pedelecs and Ultegra Di2 are just the tip of an
iceberg. The bicycle industry is on the threshold of
an electronics revolution that will lead to the biggest
change in its history. Yet these changes threaten the
established network of bicycle retailers and manufacturers.

the traditional industry
skills, such as mastering
frame geometry,
suspension kinematics,
stiffness, material and
design, will become a
less important part of a
larger whole.

you do not need to be a psychic
to foresee that 10 years from now,
mechanical gearshifts may be as rare
as new rotary telephones. shimano
will launch more electronic groups
after Dura-ace and ultegra.

global players such
as Bosch, Panasonic,
magna (Bionx), sanyo
and others are entering
the industry and taking a
serious interest in it.

monitors and navigation devices that
now clutter handlebars, riders will be
able to mount a single smartphone
which will offer a centralized platform
for all measurements—as well as start
the code-locked motor on a pedelec.

nuVinci is debuting an
automatic gear shifting
system for pedelecs,
one that can automatically choose the most
efficient gear. the rider
becomes little more
than a passenger, but
the system lengthens
the life of the battery.
an electronic motor
and gear changer are
just the beginning. a
host of sensors soon
will monitor the rider
and the bicycle.
Performance
measurement, now
almost exclusively
the preserve of the professional
due to its high price, will become
standard—almost a by-product of the
torque measurement used to control
the electric motor.
altimeters and gPs units also will
become standard. instead of a welter
of displays for tachometers, heart rate

THE SHiMANO UlTEGRA Di2.

Dealers will be able to read the error
memory of the customer’s bicycle
with a smartphone loaded with the
appropriate app to pinpoint the
problem before they get their fingers
unnecessarily dirty. this sounds like
a pipe dream. But in fact it presents a
huge danger for everyone who works
in the bicycle industry.

not only will this increase costs for
pedelecs, but many organizations
also are proposing legislation that
they believe is needed.
these testing organizations do not necessarily
have the interests of
the bicycle, and of the
rapidly growing trend
towards meaningful
electro-mobility, at
heart.

DiRK zEDlER.

Bicycle
makers
and retailers must
prepare themselves
now for this attack.
anyone who does
not stay up to date
will be left behind.
for example, it can
hardly be in the best
interests of bicycle
retailers when
automobile mechanics
begin taking over
the business of
performing fault
analysis on pedelecs,
and servicing those
e-bikes and bicycles.

there is more danger
from another direction. Because of
the motor and the battery, organizations that had formerly shown little
interest in bicycles have suddenly
woken up and smelled the potential
in bicycles. organizations such as
tÜV and Dekra see vast business
opportunities in a permitting process
that requires testing.

in some cases they
suffer a lack of
knowledge of the
bicycle industry and its
products, often leading
to a literal interpretation
of laws and regulations
and sometimes absurd
demands.

these action then result in headlines
about bad products or threatened
hazards, such as a recent report
from stiftung warentest [german
consumer Product testing] with its
“frame Breaks, Brakes fail” report,
or the uDV/gDV [german insurance
organization] comments on the
accident risk of e-bikes a few weeks
ago.
the bicycle industry must commit
itself to lobbying and Pr work,
development, testing and training
measures. it does not have much
time to prepare for this adequately.

 DIPL.-INg. DIrK ZEDLEr
is managing Director of "zeDler
- institut fÜr fahrraDtechnik &
-sicherheit gmBh". the comPany
Performs testing serVices,
research anD DeVeloPment for the
Bicycle inDustry anD uniVersities
anD Designs test stanDs for all
Phases of the manufacturing
Process.
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MESSE q& A

THE CAR E & fEEDiNG Of
DEMO DAy JOUR NAliSTS
Journalists who attend any of Messe Friedrichshafen’s shows become very
familiar with its two press centers, Press Center East and Press Center West. But
there’s more to the Messe’s press operation. Because Eurobike now operates a
Demo Day, the show sets up a satellite press center for journalists who need to
file a quick story on-site.
managing the Demo Day press
center is wilma Bayer, messe
friedrichshafen’s press coordinator
since 2004. we asked wilma to
describe the challenges of setting up
and operating a satellite press center
that exists only for one day.

we have to plan the seating and the
electronic data processing system.
four employees in our press division
come over to help get it done.

ESD: this is the Eurobike’s fifth
Demo Day, and the fourth one at
ratzenried. What does managing
a off-site press center involve for
you and your team?

BAYEr: that is in the hands of the
people of ratzenried. the entire
argenbühl community is proud to
have the international bicycle
community from all over the
world here for one day.

BAYEr: first of all, it’s a full-time job
for all of us. the complete press
center moves into the
ratzenried school
auditorium.

ESD: Not to mention catering for
hungry journalists…

they support us not only
with their catering. the entire
argenbühl community is totally
hooked. they are so excited.
ESD: How many journalists do
you expect at Demo Day?

BAYEr: last year it was 567.
this year it will be about the
same.
while around 50 percent
of them have registered
online, the other half will
get their credentials at the
school auditorium.

ESD: Apart from the job itself,
what’s special for you about Demo
Day?

BAYEr: it’s definitely the festival
character. everyone is really excited
to see the latest hot products. i can’t
explain the atmosphere. there’s
something special in the air. imagine
the number of people from so many
different countries and from so many
magazines.
they are not only europeans. it’s a
most international get-together. for
me, it’s nice seeing so many familiar
faces year after year. they come back
with the same enthusiasm they had
last year.
what i frankly miss is a fair amount of
women. men dominate this industry.
But when looking at cyclists—it
doesn’t matter if it’s in urban areas,
off the beaten track or on country
roads—there are many female riders.
there should be more female testers
at Demo Day.
ESD: What was the most
memorable experience you have
ever had at a Demo Day?

BAYEr: it was definitely the first
Demo Day, in eichenberg, austria. it
poured all day. i felt really sorry for our
visitors. But they made the best of it.
they rode through the mud and then
right into a bicycle washing station
that had made its introduction at this
event. i bet that guy had the best
traffic ever at his stand!

 JB
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BiK E APPAR El

WiTH Pl A NET APPEAl

polyester fibers from Pet bottles
throughout the whole collection of
polyester garments, including their
waterproof range with a sympatex
membrane.

AR E BiC yClE ClOTHiNG COMPA NiES
CATCHiNG UP TO THE R EC yCliNGfOCUSED OUTDOOR iNDUSTRy?

all fabrics and fibers used by
Bleed are certified by the global
organic textile standard, or can
feature the eco logo issued by
eco sustainable textile. Bleed also
uses kapok, a fiber made from the
seeds of the kapok tree.

Cycling is famously eco-friendly, but what
about cycling apparel? Not so much. Most
bicycling apparel is still produced in a
less-than-sustainable way.

triple2 blends its recycled polyester
with hemp. its aim is to “combine
super functionality with a
casual look…for nature
trails and urban paths,”
Dreuw said.

But things are changing, led by a
raft of small companies who believe
being kind to the planet is also good
for profits.
“Do you want to wear clothes that
pollute the earth?” asks the owner of
triple2 eco Bike wear. “no, neither
do we,” said matthias Dreuw.
other company principals concur.
Just as leaders in the outdoor
industry have become far more
eco-conscious, so some bike
apparel company executives are
urging others to do the same.
michael spitzbarth of Bleed,
Dominik kronauer of local, Peter
räuber of maloja, and christine
schumacher of fanfiluca all have
increased their emphasis on
sustainable production methods
and the use of eco-friendly fabrics
and treatments.
the use of recycled fibers and
fabrics is on the increase,
including the collection and
recycling of used garments.

triple2 works with
soft, functional
fabrics to avoid
what Dreuw
calls the “plastic
sports look.”
the company
uses organic
hemp, organic
cotton and
merino wool as
well as recycled
polyester.

american brand
Pactimo uses
polyester from
recycled Pet
for all their bike
jerseys.
“sustainability
is a major issue
for our
company,” said
stefan weiss of
Pactimo's german
distributor. at
eurobike, Pactimo is
launching a return-torecycle program for its
products.

making sustainable
apparel isn’t all about
sourcing eco fabrics.
it's also about reducing
the transport-related carbon
footprint and steering clear of
sweatshops.

sugoi of canada manufactures
a number of garments using
recycled Pet yarns.
“we work closely with our vendors
to reduce the use of water in the
production process, and
to recycle as much as
possible," said sugoi
product manager Pascal
wehr. "we also aim
to optimize the supply
chain, and fabric and trim
sourcing.”
Vaude has ambitions of

becoming “europe’s most environmentally friendly outdoor supplier.”

fanfiluca, Bleed and ceP have
production facilities in italy,
switzerland and germany.

right now it has just three jerseys
made from recycled polyester in
an apparel collection of nearly 130
pieces. however, 61 of these use
Bluesign-certified fabrics. Bluesign
is a sustainable fabrics certification
and education scheme that is
popular in the outdoor industry.

to date, cycle apparel sustainability seems to be a concern of
smaller, niche players. But in time,
consumers may start asking why
the bigger companies aren’t doing
their part, too.
 rALf StEfAN BEPPLEr.

triple2 and Bleed use recycled
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TR A NSPORT GUiDE

fR iDAy: A fTER-PA RT y
SHUTTlE

EUROBiK E COMMUTER SERviCES

Why worry about how to get
back to the hotel when you'd
rather be partying?

Whether you're arriving in Friedrichshafen by plane,
ship or train, Eurobike offers many shuttles that
bring you to the international hub of the bicycle world
at Messe Friedrichshafen, and back again.

relax. on friday, sept. 2, eurobike
organizes a free after Party shuttle
service. there will be four bus routes:
Überlingen, oberteuringen, weingarten
and Bregenz, austria. shuttles start at
0:30 from entry west.

HOTEl SHUTTlES

A iR PORT & TR A iN/
fER Ry SHUTTlES

NO STR ESS A ND NO COST
take your time at breakfast. the Eurobike hotel shuttle
will pick you up at your hotel, or close by. ten shuttle lines
connect the region between Bregenz, Austria, in the east;
Überlingen, germany, in the west; and ravensburg, germany
in the north. there's no easier way to get to the show!

ZURICH Airport - Eurobike (Entrance West)
Departure Zurich Airport
30.8.
31.8.
01.9. – 02.9.
03.9.

7:30
7:30

8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00

8:30
8:30

9:00
9:00
9:30
9:00

10:00
10:00

11:00
11:00
11:00

12:00

Departure Eurobike (Entrance West)
30.8.
31.8.
01.9. – 02.9.
03.9.

14:00
14:00

15:00
15:00

16:00
16:00
16:00

17:00
17:00
17:00

19:00
19:00
19:00

18:00
18:00
17:30

Bus will carry the labels ‘Eurobike’ and ‘Strauss Reisen’. Journey: ca. 2 hours.

BOOKING:

4

- During Eurobike: Info Desk, Foyer West.
- Advance: http://eurobike-show.de/bus-en/
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FRIEDRICHSHAFEN Airport - Eurobike (Entrance East)
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- During Eurobike: Info Desk, Foyer East.
- Advance: http://eurobike-show.de/bus-en/
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Constance/Konstanz

10:30

The bus will carry the labels ‘Eurobike’ and ‘Memmingen’. Journey: ca. 1 hour.
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Ferry station
Hafenbahnhof
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31.8. – 03.9.

Neuravensburg
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08:30

Departure Eurobike (Entrance East)
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Salem

31.8. – 03.9.

Meckenbeuren

Bregenz
(Austria)

18

fER Ry SERv iCES
You can also reach Eurobike
by ferry across beautiful Lake
constance.

MEMMINGEN Airport - Eurobike (Entrance East)
Departure Memmingen Airport

Ailingen

At left is a table for bus
shuttled running from
Memmingen Airport, Zurich
Airport and friedrichshafen
Airport to Eurobike and back.

Airport Express AIRPORT FRIEDRICHSHAFEN

Bus Stop / Haltestelle

From/Von

Airport / Flughafen
EUROBIKE Entrance East/Eingang Ost

8:15 (8:47*) Time/Takt 19:15 (18:47*)
8:23 (8:55*) :15/:47 19:23 (18:55*)

Till/Bis

the lake constance ferry ("Bodenseefähre") connects konstanz,
southwest of lake constance, with
meersburg, east of friedrichshafen. or
you take the catamaran from konstanz
directly to friedrichshafen. finally
there is also a connection between
romanshorn, switzerland, south of
lake constance, to friedrichshafen.
Below are the schedules.

Departure / Abfahrt

Romanshorn

10

(SWITZERLAND)

Zurich
(SWITZERLAND)

EUROBIKE Entrance East/Eingang Ost
Airport / Flughafen

Dornbirn
(Austria)

8:25 (8:57*) Time/Takt 19:25 (18:57*)
8:33 (9:05*) :25/:57 19:33 (19:05*)

* Saturday, September 3rd. No booking required.

* bus stop.
° bus stops directly in front of the hotel.

fR EE R ENTA l BiK ES
2

Hotel Shuttle Meersburg – Hagnau

Bus Stop / Haltestelle

Tour 1

Meersburg Kirche*
Meersburg Sabaheim*
Hagnau Mitte*
Arrival Entrance East / Ankunft Eingang Ost

7:33
7:35
7:39
8:00

Departure Entrance East / Abfahrt Eingang Ost

Tour 1

Tour 2

Wed – Fri / Mi – Fr 31.08. – 02.09.
Sat/Sa 03.09

18:30
18:30

20:00

3

Tour 2
9:03
9:05
9:09
9:30

Hotel Shuttle Salem – Markdorf – Oberteuringen – Ailingen

Bus Stop / Haltestelle

Tour 1

Salem Hotel Schwanen°
Salem Hotel Recks°
Salem Hotel Apfelblüte°
Bermatingen Markdorferstraße*
Markdorf Bahnhofstraße (Reisebüro Lippmann)*
Markdorf Hotel Wirthshof°
Markdorf Hotel Letze°
Oberteuringen Hotel Adler°
Ailingen Hauptstraße*
Ailingen Rathaus*
Arrival Entrance East / Ankunft Eingang Ost

7:11
7:16
7:18
7:23
7:28
7:33
7:35
7:41
7:49
7:51
8:00

Departure Entrance East / Abfahrt Eingang Ost

Tour 1

Tour 2

Wed – Fri / Mi – Fr 31.08. – 02.09.
Sat/Sa 03.09.

18:30
18:30

20:05

4

Tour 2
8:41
8:46
8:48
8:53
8:58
9:03
9:05
9:11
9:19
9:21
9:30

1

Hotel Shuttle Überlingen – Uhldingen – Immenstaad

Bus Stop / Haltestelle

Tour 1

Überlingen / Andelshofen Hotel Johanniter Kreuz°
Überlingen ZOB*
Mühlhofen Hotel Kreuz°
Oberuhldingen Marktplatz*
Unteruhldingen Meersburgerstraße*
Immenstaad Rathaus*
Immenstaad Dornier*
Fischbach Hotel Maier*
Friedrichshafen Hotel Föhr / Albrechtstraße°
Arrival Entrance East / Ankunft Eingang Ost

6:54
6:59
7:12
7:18
7:21
7:37
7:40
7:43
7:49
8:00

Departure Entrance East / Abfahrt Eingang Ost

Tour 1

Tour 2

Wed – Fri / Mi – Fr 31.08. – 02.09.
Sat/Sa 03.09.

18:30
18:30

20:20

6

Tour 2
8:39
8:44
8:57
9:03
9:06
9:22
9:25
9:28
9:34
9:45

Hotel Shuttle Nonnenhorn – Kressbronn

Bus Stop / Haltestelle

Tour 1

Nonnenhorn Hotel Zum Torkel°
Nonnenhorn Hotel Haus am See°
Kressbronn Strandhotel Nonnenhorner Straße°
Kressbronn Hauptstraße*
Gohren Langenargenerstraße*
Arrival Entrance East / Ankunft Eingang Ost

7:25
7:30
7:32
7:35
7:40
8:00

Tour 2

Departure Entrance East / Abfahrt Eingang Ost

Tour 1

Tour 2

Wed – Fri / Mi – Fr 31.08. – 02.09.
Sat/Sa 03.09.

18:30
18:30

20:00

8:55
9:00
9:02
9:05
9:10
9:30

Hotel Shuttle Weingarten – Ravensburg – Meckenbeuren – Buch

Bus Stop / Haltestelle

Tour 1

Tour 2

Weingarten Post*
Weingarten Charlottenplatz*
Weingarten Linse*
Ravensburg Marienplatz*
Meckenbeuren Hotel Wiesental°
Meckenbeuren Buch*
Arrival Entrance East / Ankunft Eingang Ost

7:17
7:20
7:21
7:30
7:42
7:43
8:00

Departure Entrance East / Abfahrt Eingang Ost

Tour 1

Tour 2

Wed – Fri / Mi – Fr 31.08. – 02.09.
Sat/Sa 03.09.

18:30
18:30

20:00

8:47
8:50
8:51
9:00
9:12
9:13
9:30

7

Hotel Shuttle Lindau Island/Insel

Bus Stop / Haltestelle

Tour 1

Tour 2

Lindau Bahnhof (Island/Insel)*
Lindau Casino/Spielbank*
Arrival Entrance East / Ankunft Eingang Ost

7:17
7:20
8:00

Departure Entrance East / Abfahrt Eingang Ost

Tour 1

Tour 2

Wed – Fri / Mi – Fr 31.08. – 02.09.
Sat/Sa 03.09.

18:30
18:30

20:00

8:47
8:50
9:30

8

Hotel Shuttle Wangen – Neukirch – Tettnang

Bus Stop / Haltestelle

Tour 1

Wangen Hotel Waltersbühl°
Wangen Bahnhof*
Neukirch Rathaus*
Tannau*
Tettnang Bärenplatz*
Tettnang Seestraße*
Arrival Entrance East / Ankunft Eingang Ost

7:00
7:05
7:23
7:30
7:35
7:37
8:00

Tour 2

Departure Entrance East / Abfahrt Eingang Ost

Tour 1

Tour 2

Wed – Fri / Mi – Fr 31.08. – 02.09.
Sat/Sa 03.09.

18:30
18:30

20:20

8:45
8:50
9:08
9:15
9:20
9:22
9:45

Hotel Shuttle Neuravensburg – Lindau – Wasserburg

Bus Stop / Haltestelle

Tour 1

Neuravensburg Schwarzenbach*
Neuravensburg Gasthof Hirschen°
Weißensberg/Rehlings B12*
Lindau-Reutin Rathaus*
Lindau Berlinerplatz/Lindaupark*
Lindau Aeschacher Hof*
Bad Schachen Kreuzung Schachenstr./Badstr.*
Wasserburg Bahnhof*
Arrival Entrance East / Ankunft Eingang Ost

6:59
7:02
7:09
7:12
7:14
7:17
7:25
7:35
8:00

Visitors and exhibitors can make their
way to the exhibition center easily and
quickly. and what could be a more
fitting way of arriving at the world's
biggest bicycle show? in the evening,
it’s easy to get back to their starting
point. get in the eurobike mode before
you even reach the center. and the
best thing about the bike rental service:
it’s free. for more details, see http://
eurobike-show.com/eb-en/travelaccommodation/travel-bike.php.

Tour 2
8:34
8:37
8:44
8:47
8:49
8:52
9:00
9:10
9:35

From/Von

Mon – Fri / Mo – Fr

00:05
05:35
21:05

every/alle 60 min

00:05
06:35
07:35
21:05

every/alle 60 min
every/alle 30 min
every/alle 15 min

Sat – Sun / Sa – So

Till/Bis

every/alle 15 min
every/alle 30 min

every/alle 30 min

Departure/Abfahrt Meersburg

From/Von

Mon – Fri / Mo – Fr

00:35
06:05
22:05

every/alle 60 min

00:35
07:05
08:05
22:05

every/alle 60 min
every/alle 30 min
every/alle 15 min

Sat – Sun / Sa – So

05:05
20:50
23:05
06:05
07:05
20:50
23:05
Till/Bis

every/alle 15 min
every/alle 30 min

every/alle 30 min

05:35
21:35
00:35
06:35
07:35
21:35
00:35

Duration of the journey approx. 30 min. For a charge. | Fahrzeit ca. 30 min. Kostenpflichtig.
www.bsb-online.com

FERRY | BODENSEEFÄHRE Romanshorn – Friedrichshafen
Departure/Abfahrt Romanshorn

From/Von

Mon – Fri / Mo – Fr
Sat / Sa
Sun / So

Till/Bis

05:36
07:36
07:36

every/alle
60 min

21:36
21:36
20:36

Departure/Abfahrt Friedrichshafen Ferry Station / Hafen
Mon – Fri / Mo – Fr
Sat / Sa
Sun / So

05:41
07:41
07:41

every/alle
60 min*

20:41 22:41
20:41 22:41
20:41

Duration of the journey approx. 41 min. For a charge. | Fahrzeit ca. 41 min. Kostenpflichtig.
Info: T +49 (0) 75 41 923 83 89, faehre@bsb-online.com, www.bsb-online.com
*except /ausgenommen 21:41

R ENTA l PROCESS
call the rental hotline (24-hours daily
from aug. 31 to sep. 3):
+49 30 69205046.
a credit card is required when booking.
you'lll receive a code to open a bicycle's
lock. off you go!

R ENTA l STATiONS

7

5

During Eurobike a total of 300
rental bikes will be available
at various locations — and
they're free!

FERRY | BODENSEEFÄHRE Constance/Konstanz – Meersburg
Departure Constance / Abfahrt Konstanz

- exhibition grounds entrance west
(staffed, open all day);
- hymer city;
- camping Park;
- exhibition grounds entrance east;
- city centre train & Bus station;
- harbour ferry & Bus station;
- fn airport at DB-stop;
- several hotels

8

Hotel Shuttle Neuravensburg – Lindau – Wasserburg

Bus Stop / Haltestelle

Tour 1

Neuravensburg Schwarzenbach*
Neuravensburg Gasthof Hirschen°
Weißensberg/Rehlings B12*
Lindau-Reutin Rathaus*
Lindau Berlinerplatz/Lindaupark*
Lindau Aeschacher Hof*
Bad Schachen Kreuzung Schachenstr./Badstr.*
Wasserburg Bahnhof*
Arrival Entrance East / Ankunft Eingang Ost

6:59
7:02
7:09
7:12
7:14
7:17
7:25
7:35
8:00

Tour 2

Friedrichshafen
Meersburg

Constance

City Centre Station

Lake Constance

Romanshorn
(SWITZERLAND)

Zurich Airport
(SWITZERLAND)

Harbour Station

8:34
8:37
8:44
8:47
8:49
8:52
9:00
9:10
9:35
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fR iEDR iCHSH AfEN TOUR iST GUiDE
01 PALACE CHURCH (SCHLOSSKIRCHE)
The palace church - with two 55m high domed towers made from Rorschach
sandstone - is the city's landmark. VISITING HOURS: Easter to mid Oct.
09:00-18:00. Closed: Wed. from 14:30, Fri. until 11:00, mostly Sat. & Sun. mornings
and during wedding ceremonies.
INFO: Tel. +49 (0)7541 21308.
01 PALACE (SCHLOSS)
The palace is now the residence of Friedrich Duke of Württemberg (no inside viewing
possible).
02 DUKE ZEPPELIN HOUSE (GRAF-ZEPPELIN-HAUS)
Culture and Congress Centre. INFO: Tel. +49 (0)7541 2880. Web: www.gzh.de.
03 SCHOOL MUSEUM (SCHULMUSEUM)
From convent schools to modern schools - more than 1,000 years of school history.
OPEN: Apr. to Oct. Mon.-Sun. 10:00-17:00. Nov. to Mar. Tue.-Sun. 14:00-17:00.
INFO: Tel. +49 (0)7541 32622. Web: www.schulmuseum-fn.de.
04 LAKESIDE PROMENADE (UFERPROMENADE)
Attractive lakeside promenade looking out on Lake Constance.
05 POST OFFICE (POSTAMT)
06 ZEPPELIN MEMORIAL (ZEPPELIN-DENKMAL)
Monument created by the sculptor Prof. Toni Schneider-Manzell.
07 CITY CENTRE STATION (STADTBAHNHOF)
Trains and busses.
08 TOURIST INFO (TOURIST-INFORMATION)
OPEN: Apr. & Oct. Mon.-Thu. 09:00-12:00 & 14:00-17:00. Fri. 09:00-12:00.
May-Jun. & Sep. Mon.-Fri. 09:00-12:00 & 13:00-18:00. Sat. 09:00-13:00.
Jul.-Aug. Mon.-Fri. 09:00-18:00. Sat. 09:00-13:00.
Nov.-Mar.. Mon.-Thu. 09:00-12:00 & 14:00-16:00. Fri. 09:00-12:00.
INFO: Tel. +49 (0)7541 30010. Web: www.friedrichshafen.info.
09 ZEPPELIN FOUNTAIN (ZEPPELIN-BRUNNEN)
In the year 2000 (the 100th anniversary of the Zeppelin), the fountain was reconstructed
according to the original one built in 1909.

10 MUSIC PAVILION (MUSIKMUSCHEL)
Venue for promenade concerts during the summer months,
mostly Wednesdays at 20:00 and Sundays at 10:30.
INFO: Duke Zeppelin House (Graf-Zeppelin-Haus).
Tel. +49 (0)7541 2880. Web: www.gzh.de.
11 BOAT OF SOUNDS (KLANGSCHIFF)
After its long journey to Sarajevo (the twin town of Friedrichshafen), the Boat Of Sounds
(created by the Breisgau artist Helmut Lutz) finally dropped anchor here.
12 BOAT RENTAL (BOOTSVERMIETUNG)
Rent electric boats, motor boats, rowing boats and pedal boats.
INFO: Boat Rental Christiane (Bootsvermietung Christiane):
Tel. +49 (0)160 2501606. Web: www.bootsvermietung-christiane.de.
Boat Rental Fluck (Bootsvermietung Fluck): Tel. +49 (0)171 6509249.
Web: www.bootsvermietung-friedrichshafen.vpweb.de.
13 PANORAMIC DISPLAY BOARD (PANORAMATAFEL)
The alpine panorama at a glance. On a 4-metre viewing board along the promenade
you can see a panoramic view from the Rätikon mountains all the way to the Bernese
Alps.
14 NICOLAS CHURCH (ST.-NIKOLAUS-KIRCHE)
The Nicolas Church was first mentioned as a chapel in 1325. Destroyed during in 1944
at the end of World War II, the church was reconstructed between 1946 and 1949. The
present interior design is from 1987.
15 TOWN HALL (RATHAUS)
Right in the centre of town, the Town Hall was newly built between 1953 and 1956 by
the architects Tiedje & Kresse.
16 BUCHHORN FOUNTAIN (BUCHHORN-BRUNNEN)
Designed by the artist couple Rumpf, the stylized beech tree (together with a horn
lying in the fountain basin) symbolizes the word "Buchhorn", the former name of
Friedrichshafen.
17 BOAT TRIPS (RUNDFAHRTEN)
From May to September. INFO: Seeschwalbe Boat Trips (Seeschwalbe Rundfahrten):
Tel. +49 (0)170 3457430. Web: www.rundfahrtenschiff-seeschwalbe.de.

18 VIEWPOINT TOWER (MOLETURM)
Enjoy the unique panoramic view over Lake Constance and the Alps from the 22-metre
viewpoint tower at the boat harbour. A panorama display board gives you a detailed
overview.
19 K42 MEDIA & BUSINESS HSE. (MEDIEN- & GESCHÄFTSHAUS)
Town library with focus on new media, cabaret stage.
20 BOATS, FERRIES & CATAMAR HARBOUR

(HAFEN FÜR SCHIFFE, FÄHREN UND KATAMARANS)
Round trips and regular routes during the season. Ferry service to Romanshorn and
Catamaran service to Constance all year round.
INFO: Lake Constance Boating Companies Travel Centre
(Bodensee-Schiffsbetriebe Reisezentrum):
Tel. +49 (0)7541 9238389. Web: www.bsb.de.
Catamaran Operator Lake Constance (Katamaran-Reederei Bodensee):
Tel. +49 (0)7541 9710900. Web: www.der-katamaran.de.
21 ZEPPELIN MUSEUM (ZEPPELIN MUSEUM)
The world's largest exhibition on the history of airship navigation as well as an
important collection on art in Southern Germany.
OPEN: May. to Oct. Mon.-Sun. 09:00-17:00. Nov. to Apr. Tue.-Sun. 10:00-17:00.
INFO: Tel. +49 (0)7541 38010. Web: www.zeppelin-museum.de.
22 HARBOUR STATION (HAFENBAHNHOF)
Ferries and buses.
23 ADULT EDUCATION CENTRE (VOLKSHOCHSCHULE)
Further addresses (not indicated on town centre map) ...
A. Lake Constance Centre & Cinema (Bodensee Center & Kino):
Meistershofener-Str. 14. Web: www.bodensee-center.de.
B. Dornier Museum Friedrichshafen (Dornier Museum Friedrichshafen):
100 years of fascinating aviation and aerospace industry.
Claude-Dornier-Platz 1. Tel: +49 (0)7541 4873600. Web: www.dorniermuseum.de.
C. Lake Constance Airport Friedrichshafen (Bodensee Flughafen Friedrichshafen):
Am Flugplatz 64. Tel: +49 (0)7541 28401. Web: www.fly-away.de.
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EAT liK E A lOCAl AT EUROBiK E

WHERE TO fiND liP-SM ACK iNG
AND lEiSUR Ely l AK ESiDE DiNiNG
Friedrichshafen offers many excellent hotels and restaurants. The city of about 58,000 inhabitants is located at the
border triangle, where Germany, Austria, and Switzerland
meet. Eurobike visitors have no shortage of great restaurants for dining out.

kasimir, welcomes his guests
personally with a friendly “enjoy
your meal.” the place is known
for its fine wines such as château
lafite or bio-pinot blanc from
hagnau. it pays to dive deeper into
the wine list for hidden treasures.

the Eurobike Show Daily will highlight
several of these places over the
next four days. thanks to the city
of friedrichshafen for providing the
information. today: three by the lake.

the charming hotel is only 30
meters from the lake, the waterside
promenade and the harbor and
has offered comfort, professionalism and friendliness for three
generations. a big breakfast buffet
completes this restaurant’s ability
to care for visitors’ well-being.
the goldenes rad is an oasis at
the heart of the city, right on lake
constance.

BEST WESTER N
HOTEl GOlDENES
R AD
At the heart of the city center, the
Best Western Hotel goldenes rad
offers cuisine that goes far beyond
basic dishes.
the menu ranges from chanterelles, thai
vegetable curry, and spanish turbot to
senegalese red snapper on garlic spinach.
of course there are many lake constance
fish specialties as well.

HOTEl GOlDENES RAD.

those who like good, solid food will enjoy the
swabian ox muzzle salad.
for lunch, hungry tourists and busy
showgoers will be spoiled with homemade
“kässpätzle” (cheese spaetzle) or boiled
beef Viennese-style in horseradish sauce.
the restaurant’s owner, Philip Jehle, who
operates the goldenes rad with his brother,

A DDR ESS/CONTACT
karlstrasse 43
(in downtown pedestrian zone)
friedrichshafen
Tel:
+49 (0)7541 2850
Email: info@goldenes-rad.de
Web: http://goldenes-rad.de

SSother regional delicacies.
near lake constance, the hotel
traube am see also has a winter
garden and a rustic parlor.

A DDR ESS/CONTACT
(100 meters from waterfront)
friedrichshafen-fischbach
tel:
+49 (0)7541 4741
Email: info@traubeamsee.de
Web: http://traubeamsee.de

fA Mily HOTEl
M AiER
the family Hotel Maier,
also in friedrichshafenfischbach, offers a choice
of international cuisine
and rustic meals. guests
can find exquisite dishes
including many regional
specialties.

HOTEl TR AUBE
A M SEE
Not far from friedrichshafen
at the lakeside in fischbach
is Hotel traube am See.
Here you can enjoy a
special seasonal treat, the
“Sommer-Sonne-grillgenuss” (Summer-SunshineBarbecue).

fAMily HOTEl MAiER.

comfortable seats in the winter
garden invite diners to linger, while
a hearty breakfast buffet helps
guests start the day. those who
prefer a lighter cuisine will find it
on hotel maier’s menu with such
dishes as:
SSlake constance whitefish fillet,
marinated in radish vinaigrette with
potato-cucumber salad;

HOTEl TRAUBE AM SEE.

starting at the end of July, the
hotel hosts this famous evening
barbecue on the restaurant terrace.
the menu includes regional and
international barbecue specialties.
the main restaurant is located in
the historic half-timbered hotel
building. adding atmosphere to
the comfortable restaurant is big,
natural-stone fountain, oak timbers
and a brick floor. cozy corner
benches invite you to stay and
relax.

SSchanterelle risotto with king
prawns;
SSgrilled scallops in basil butter
served with zucchini carpaccio.
SStraditional breaded pork chop
with potato-cucumber salad.

A DDR ESS/CONTACT
Poststrasse 1-3
friedrichshafen-fischbach
tel:
+49 (0)7541 4040
email: info@hotel-maier.de
web: http://hotel-maier.de
----------------------------------------------------------------

culinary choices leave nothing to
be desired. Diners can choose
between:
SSwhipped lobster soup with lime
ravioli;
SSfine argentinean beef fillet;
SSnorth german green cabbage
with “kassler” (smoked pork chop),
and “geraute kohlwurst” (strongly
smoked sausage);

Whether you’re hosting
a business meal, feasting
on barbecue or indulging in
a romantic gourmet dinner,
friedrichshafen’s restaurants offer something
for everyone. Information
provided by the city of
friedrichshafen.
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vAUDE GR Av iT y BACK PACK S

H A iBiK E GR EED 29

SEllE SAN M ARCO PROTEK
San Marco’s new
“collezione”
presents a new
category of
saddles: the Protek,
for riders who spend
many hours off-road in
the saddle.

The Haibike “Greed 29” combines
race technology with the ideology
of 29ers in a novel way. While
giving the rider good control
in aggressive maneuvers, the
Greed 29 offers comfort which is
unknown in the high-end
segment.

B5-400

A4-100

Vaude has developed a line of tough
mountain biking packs under
the motto “Performance Meets
Ecology”.
from the gravit 10+3 daypack to the
full-featured, trans-mountain gravit 30+5
backpack, all models bear the green
shape label, which means they meet
Vaude’s highest ecological manufacturing
standards. all gravit series packs are
made from top quality material certified in
accordance with the bluesign standard.

the twentyniner follows the design
language of haibike: the flowing dynamic of
the carbon frame, the tense lines and sporty
graphic accents. the haibike greed 29:
high-end meets Bigfoot.

ACROS A-GE Hy DR AUliC SHifTiNG SySTEM

san marco has boosted the
saddle’s resistance and its
capacity to withstand wear and
tear. silicone supports on the sides
protect against friction. although
the Protek is intended for off-road
use, it is also suitable for road rides.

B3–407

K TM M ACiNA 29 MTB PEDElEC

Acros presents its new
hydraulic shifting system,
Acros A-GE.

A4-300

the made-ingermany
product is
currently the
lightest gear shifting
system on the
market.

KTM is expanding its MTB pedelec
range with a 29er. The Macina 29 is
equipped with the new Bosch e-bike
kit, featuring a 250W drive unit
and a 36V battery pack.

fitted with a shimano alfine
internal hub, with eleven
gears, the macina 29 is
available in 43, 48, and
53cm frame sizes.

A2-100

R& M CUlTUR E HyBR iD

HT COMPONENTS ME01T

Rohloff, Bosch and Riese & Müller. There’s
not much more one can add in terms of
quality, function and precision from these
icons of German bicycle engineering.

A2306B

the riese & müller’s culture hybrid rohloff
pedelec combines these three brands in one
bike. r&m have used this design in an unelectricified version. for the new electric version,
engineers sought to design a classy system with
the best integration of the drive system possible.

HT’s new Evo pedal series is made of
extruded, CNC-optimized magnesium
or aluminum with extra wide platform.

GHOST BiKES PEDElEC liNE

B1-400

twenty adjustable pins per pedal allow the
rider to find the perfect adjustment, while
a proprietary and durable ht evo bearing
allows the pedal to spin smoothly.
the ht-me01t model is
an ultra-thin, very
lightweight
magnesium pedal
that weighs only
234 grams per
pair and has 10
replaceable grip
pins on each side
of the pedal.

B2

507-23

Experience a new way of cycling with
Ghost Bikes’ pedelec line. With an
electric Ion technology drive system,
the new bikes provide silent transportation while saving energy.

redefine riding fun by choosing between
three 26-inch models, each in a men’s and
women’s version.
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WOrLD'S tWO tOP cYcLE SHOWS
... ONE SPECi A l PACK AGE PR iCE!

EUROBiK E [THE GlOBA l SHOW] 2011
EurOBIKE and tAIPEI cYcLE
are the world’s #1 and #2 bicycle
industry trade shows respectively.
with Bike show Daily, you can now
project your marketing
message at both
exhibitions.
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SPECi AlizED POOlS EUROPEA N
DESiGN TEA M iN SWiTzER l A ND
After two years of preparation, Specialized has
opened its latest office in Cham, Switzerland,
where the U.S. bicycle brand is concentrating a
large portion of its European activities.
cham sits near the transition
from the alps to the flatter swiss
midlands, and is less than 50
kilometers (31 miles) from the zurich
airport. specialized employs 20
people in the cham office, 10 of
them in development and the rest in
administration. the office oversees
distribution and finances for specialized importers and distributors in
europe, africa and the middle east.

A3-205

the swiss development team
designs special models for the
european market. the company
said the group would adapt city and
trekking bikes to fit european tastes,
as well as mountain bikes and road
bikes.
europe’s significance to specialized
is illustrated by the list of well-known
names that the company has hired
to work in cham.
THE
SPECi A lizED
SOURCE
ElE v EN,
DE v ElOPED iN
SW iTzER l A ND
By M A R K
fAUDE.

SPECiAlizED PRODUCT MANAGERS MARCO SONDEREGGER (RiGHT) AND
MARK fAUDE iNTRODUCE THE NEW EUROPEAN MODElS AT THE CHAM,
SWiTzERlAND, OffiCE.

in addition to flagship designer Jan
tavalasek, marco sonderegger,
product manager for trekking
bikes, has relocated to cham
from specialized headquarters in
morgan hill, california.
amber lucas, the globe
developer, and rob meyer of the
road bike division also provide
support.

marc faude, the former city and
e-bike developer for trek brands
Villiger and Diamant, has worked in
cham for a year and helped develop
specialized’s 2012 line.
his influence is most apparent in the
new source and crossover series,
which specialized is hoping will
help establish its name in the sporty
everyday bicycle segment.  ur
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